Warming and Freshening of the Pacific Inflow to the Arctic from 1990-2019 implying dramatic shoaling in Pacific Winter Water ventilation of the Arctic water column
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Abstract
The Pacific inflow to the Arctic traditionally brings heat in summer, melting sea ice; dense waters in winter, refreshing the Arctic’s cold halocline; and nutrients year-round, supporting Arctic ecosystems. Bering Strait moorings from 1990-2019 find increasing (0.010±0.006Sv/yr) northward flow, reducing Chukchi residence times by ~1.5 months over this period (record maximum/minimum ~7.5 and ~4.5 months). Annual mean temperatures warm significantly (0.05±0.02°C/yr), with faster change (~0.1°C/yr) in warming (June/July) and cooling (October/November) months, which are now 2-4°C above climatology. Warm (≥0°C) water duration increased from 5.5 months (1990s) to over 7 months (2017), mostly due to earlier warming (1.3±0.7days/yr). Dramatic winter-only (January-March) freshening (0.03psu/yr), makes winter waters fresher than summer waters. The resultant winter density change, too large to be compensated by Chukchi sea-ice processes, shoals the Pacific Winter Water (PWW) equilibrium depth in the Arctic from 100-150m to 50-100m, implying PWW no longer ventilates the Arctic’s cold halocline at 33.1psu.

Plain Language Summary
The Bering Strait is the only oceanic link between the Pacific and Arctic Oceans. The typically northward flow through the strait carries Pacific oceanic nutrients to the Arctic, vital for ecosystems. The flow varies seasonally in temperature and salinity. In spring/summer, it brings warm waters that start the melt-back of Arctic sea ice. In winter, it carries cold waters that traditionally sink deeper (100-150m) into the Arctic, well below the summer waters. Annually-serviced instrumentation moored to the sea floor measured (hourly) the flow and properties in the strait from autumn 1990 to summer 2019. We find the flow is increasing significantly, reducing by ~1.5 months the time taken to reach the Arctic from the strait (now ~5 months). Summer waters are now 2-4°C warmer than typical in the 1990s and warm for longer (7 months compared to 5.5 months). In winter, waters are dramatically fresher than before, now fresher than in summer. This change means the winter waters can no longer sink so deep in the Arctic - now only 50-100m, the same depth as the summer waters. This not only means oceanic nutrients are available closer to the surface, but may also restructure how the upper Arctic Ocean mixes.

1 Introduction
The Pacific inflow to the Arctic Ocean, approximately 1Sv (1Sv = 10⁶ m³/s) of water entering through the narrow (~85km wide), shallow (~50m deep) Bering Strait, has multiple impacts on the Arctic and beyond [Woodgate, 2018]. In winter, colder Pacific waters traditionally renew the Arctic’s cold halocline layer, inhibiting upward heat transfer from the Arctic’s deeper, warmer Atlantic waters [Aagaard et al., 1981]. However, in spring to autumn, the Pacific inflow, being warmer (and traditionally fresher) [Woodgate et al., 2005b], carries heat which triggers the onset of western Arctic ice-melt and, by entering the Arctic shallower than the cold halocline, provides a year-round subsurface heat source to the surface of roughly half the Arctic Ocean [Woodgate et al., 2010].

Since Pacific waters are the major source of Arctic nutrients [Walsh et al., 1997], their volume and reach (horizontally and vertically) have implications for all Arctic ecosystems.
Moreover increased flow hastens northwards advection of species [e.g., Levine et al., 2020] and reduces Chukchi Sea residence times.

In these times of dramatic Arctic change [Thoman et al., 2020], prior (1990-2015) Bering Strait data [Woodgate, 2018] show increasing northward flow (~0.009Sv/yr), warming (~0.03°C/yr), and winter freshening (~0.02psu/yr). Extending this time-series to summer 2019, we now find not just continued high flow (Section 3), but also substantially increasing warmth (Section 4), and remarkably enhanced winter and year-round freshening, implying dramatic shoaling of the Pacific winter ventilation of the Arctic (Section 5).

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Bering Strait Mooring Data

From autumn 1990 to summer 2019, year-round subsurface moorings have recorded (typically hourly) near-bottom (~35-45m depth) temperature, salinity, and velocity at sites either in the Bering Strait (some of A1, A2 and A4) or ~35km north of the strait (A3) (Figure 1a, overview in Woodgate et al., [2015]). Deployments are contiguous (except for summer 1996-1997), although data dropouts in the 1990s prevent some annual mean calculations (Figure 1). Data indicate strong seasonal cycles in all properties [Woodgate et al., 2005b] (climatology in Figure 2), seasonal stratification and coastal currents [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2010]. Woodgate et al., [2018] show the total strait transport and properties can be reasonably estimated from data at site A3 (the “climate” site), making corrections (~4% in volume transport and 10-20% in heat/freshwater transports) for stratification and the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC), a warm, fresh current present seasonally (July-December) along the Alaskan coast [Paquette and Bourke, 1974]. Both the ACC and stratification have been directly measured since 2000 and 2007 respectively, although with some gaps. For our current study of long-term trends, we use only the much longer near-bottom time-series, noting that the shorter ACC and stratification time-series show either no significant change or change that confirms/enhances the trends in the near-bottom data.

2.2 Wind, Sea Surface Temperature, and Sea-ice Data

We use 6-hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis surface winds ([Kalnay et al., 1996], https://psl.noaa.gov) (4-pt average around A3, Figure 1a); daily NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSL High (0.25°) Resolution blended Sea Surface Temperature (SST) ([Reynolds et al., 2007], https://psl.noaa.gov), averaged over a ~40km square region centered on A3; and daily SSM/I National Snow and Ice Data Center ice concentrations ([Cavalieri et al., 1996], https://nsidc.org/data) interpolated to A3.

2.3 Quantification of volume, heat and freshwater fluxes, and forcing terms

Quantification of fluxes, forcing terms and uncertainties are described in Woodgate [2018]. In summary:

Total northward volume flux is calculated from A3 near-bottom northward velocity, assuming homogenous flow through a cross-section area of 4.25km². In situ data [Woodgate et al., 2015] confirm velocity homogeneity apart from in the enhanced flow of the seasonal ACC,
which may add ~0.04Sv to the total transport calculation [Woodgate, 2018], an addition included in our estimated uncertainties.

There is a long-standing understanding that the throughflow is driven by a sea surface height gradient between the Pacific and the Arctic [Coachman and Aagaard, 1966], generally opposed by winds in the strait, which are often strong enough to reverse the flow. A linear best fit of northward flow to the 6-hourly wind at heading 330° in the strait (correlated at r~0.8 with the northward flow) splits the flow into the local wind-driven and far-field driven components [Woodgate et al., 2005a; Woodgate, 2018]. The far-field component (frequently called the “pressure-head”) is thus the flow variability unexplained by the local wind.

As we seek to quantify the oceanic heat deposited in the Arctic (e.g., to melt ice), we calculate heat fluxes relative to the temperature of Pacific Waters leaving the Arctic viz., approximately at freezing [Steele et al., 2004], here -1.9 °C. To the base heat flux calculation from hourly near-bottom A3 data, we add corrections for stratification (using daily SST data and mixed layer depth estimates of 10 or 20m) and the ACC, taken as an annual mean constant of 1x10^{20}J/yr [Woodgate et al., 2010]. (The shorter ACC (A4) time-series, 2002 to 2019 with some gaps, show no significant trends in annual mean near-bottom temperature.)

To estimate the freshening effect of Pacific Waters on the Arctic, we calculate freshwater fluxes relative to the mean Arctic Ocean salinity, 34.8psu [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989], again from hourly near-bottom A3 data. Again lacking sufficient data coverage of the ACC and stratification for the entire time-series (and noting the lack of trends in existing annual mean data), we use constant corrections (800-1000km³/yr) to account for stratification and ACC contributions to the freshwater flux.

For all terms we consider annual (calendar year) means (from 1991 to 2018) (Figure 1), and monthly mean changes, and 30-day smoothed data (Figure 2) (from autumn 1990 to summer 2019). Only linear trends significant at ≥95% are considered. Final uncertainties are order 10-20%. Figure 1 annual means are shown with standard errors of anomalies from a record-length seasonal cycle (computed at native time-resolution), estimating degrees of freedom from the data’s integral timescale [Woodgate, 2018].

### 3 Increasing volume transport and decreasing residence time in the Chukchi Sea

Figure 1b shows annual mean transports through the strait from 1990 to 2018 estimated from A3 (black) and A2 (grey). While strong interannual variability is evident, there is also a significant increasing trend since the start of the record (A3 data 1991-2018: 0.010±0.006Sv/yr), with a stronger trend since 2000 (0.016±0.008Sv/yr). This indicates that the similar trends to 2015 reported by Woodgate [2018] are continued and more significant in the newer data.

A decomposition into the annual transports of warm and cold waters (taking warm as greater than or equal to 0°C) (red and blue lines in Figure 1b respectively), shows that, averaged over a year, almost all the increasing flow is warmer than 0°C, increasing oceanic heat transported to the Arctic (Section 4).

Splitting the transport into local wind-driven and pressure-head terms suggests that, on the decadal scale, the flow increase is still due to change in the far-field (pressure-head) forcing (green circles, Figure 1b) with no significant trend in the local wind contribution (brown
Note, however, that since 2014, local wind promotes flow increase, while the far-field term drives reducing flow. This supports the (unsurprising) hypothesis that the throughflow has multiple important drivers. Here we consider only the split into local and far-field (pressure-head) drivers. A study of satellite ocean mass data [Peralta-Ferriz and Woodgate, 2017] further divides the pressure-head term into components driven by winds over the East Siberian Sea (dominant in summer) and the Bering Sea (dominant/equal in winter), while both a synthesis of observations and simple modeling [Danielson et al., 2014] and an ice-ocean adjoint model [Nguyen et al., 2020] suggest a role also for winds over shelves which are upstream of the Bering Strait in the sense of shelf wave propagation (i.e., the Bering Sea and the Russian Arctic shelf seas) [Danielson et al., 2020a].

A monthly decomposition of trends in northward transport (Figure 2a, column 1) shows significantly increasing trends in several months throughout the year. Thirty-day smoothed data from recent years (red, Figure 2a, columns 2-4) indicate most months are greater than the 1990-2004 climatology (black, [Woodgate et al., 2005b]). Significant trends throughout the year (not shown) are seen in the pressure-head term as per Woodgate [2018], while monthly trends in the local wind term (not shown) are insignificant except in May and June.

While the annual mean transport change may appear small in absolute terms (Figure 1), it represents a sizeable (order 50%) change in the flow and corresponds to major change in residence time in the Chukchi. Assuming (conservatively) that the entire Chukchi is fed from the Bering Strait, we estimate a linear trend of ~1.5 month reduction over the observational period, with the extreme values from 0.7Sv (2001) to 1.2Sv (2014), equivalent to residence time changes of ~7.5 to ~4.5 months [Woodgate, 2018]. These are substantial differences for ecosystems being advected through the region. Note also that the Bering Strait is the only Arctic oceanic gateway showing significant trends over the observational period [Østerhus et al., 2019].

4 Warming, increasing heat fluxes and open water, and their influence on solar heating of the Chukchi

Figure 1c shows annual mean near-bottom temperatures at A3 (black) and A2 (grey), and SST near A3 (red). The remarkable warmth of recent years is clearly evident in all data, but most marked in the near-bottom data, which represent the bulk of the water column. The record length (1991-2018) trend (barely significant to 2015 at A3 and not significant in SST [Woodgate, 2018]) is now clearly significant in A3 near-bottom data (0.05±0.02°C/yr) and barely significant in SST (0.02±0.02°C/yr). A2 temperature trends are also now significant (0.03±0.02°C/yr). Whereas in the 1990s, annual mean A3 temperatures were frequently below 0°C, all years since 2014 show positive annual mean temperatures.

Seasonally (Figure 2b, first column), significant warming is found in all months. The smallest trends are in winter when the water is at the freezing point and thus these warming trends reflect freshening, which is discussed in Section 5. Although there is significant warming in all the warm season, the largest trends are found in the “shoulder” seasons, the months of seasonal warming (June/July) and cooling (October/November). This reflects the earlier onset of warming and later onset of cooling. These changes are dramatic - in 2017 and 2018, mean June temperatures are 4°C, compared to a climatology of 2°C; in 2016 and 2018, mean
October/November temperatures are 3-4°C warmer than climatology (Figure 2b, columns 2-4). Similarly large changes are seen in the 30-day smoothed SSM/I ice concentration near A3 (Figure 2g) - for 2016, 2017 and 2018, June ice concentrations (climatologically ~50%) are mostly zero; in 2016 and 2017, December ice concentrations (climatologically ~75%), are ~20% and 5% respectively.

Figures 1d/1e (black) show the first/last day when the 30-day smoothed A3 near-bottom temperatures are above 0°C. Despite individual anomalous years (e.g., 2012, anomalously cold, late to warm, early to cool), in general over the 29 years of the data, warming onset has moved from early July to late May (earlier by 1.3±0.7 days/yr). Cooling onset trends are both smaller and less significant (later by 0.6±0.6 days/yr), with a clear trend to later cooling only visible since around 2012. Before this, mid November marked the average time of cooling to 0°C in the strait in the 30-day smoothed data. However, in four of the last five complete years (2014-2018), warmer waters have remained (in the 30-day mean) until mid December, with hourly data (not shown) documenting waters warmer than 0°C in the strait until early January in winters 2016-2017 and 2018-2019.

Similar changes are seen in the dates of retreat and advance of sea ice (Figure 1d/1e, blue), which are well correlated with water warming (r=0.74) and cooling (r=0.81) times. Sea-ice trends over the 28-year period are significant, although the melting trend (earlier by 0.5±0.4 days/yr) is seemingly around half the water warming trend, while the trend to later freezing (later by 0.9±0.5 days/yr) is perhaps stronger than the trend to later cooling. This suggests that water warming is not just due to local ice retreat, indicative of the more likely advective driving of warming in the strait, and similarly that the onset of freezing is only partly driven by the change in water temperature.

Combination of earlier warming and later cooling increases the number of days of warm water in the strait (Figure 1f, trend 2.0±1.0 days/yr). Previously the warm period was around 5.5 months, but the last 3 years have more than 6 months of warm waters, and 2017 was warm for over 7 months. Similarly, the ice free season in the strait is increasing, by 1.4±0.6 days/yr.

These changes have obviously major impacts on local inhabitants, ecosystems and shipping in the region. But there is an additional physical amplification of this warming via shortwave (SW) input to the region being absorbed into the water primarily during ice-free times. Prior work [Woodgate et al., 2010] shows the SW absorbed within the Chukchi Sea is currently comparable to the oceanic heat carried through the strait. But available SW peaks around the 1st June, about the time of current ice retreat (Figure 1d). Thus earlier ice melt will substantially increase the amount of SW which can be absorbed. Freeze up being later does not have this amplifying effect, as by then the available SW is approaching the near-zero winter minimum.

Figure 1g shows annual mean oceanic heat flux, including the stratification and ACC corrections. Estimates for the last years (2014 to 2018) are all greater than 5x10^{20} J (as is 2007), with 2017 yielding the record length maximum of almost 6x10^{20} J. Trends in annual means are significant, increasing, and greater in recent years (1991-2018: 8.3±3.9x10^{18} J/yr; 2000-2018: 11.1±5.3x10^{18} J/yr). Although not all this heat may be lost to ice melt, 6x10^{20} J of heat could melt 2x10^{6} km\(^2\) of 1m thick ice. (For scale note the seasonal change in Arctic sea-ice extent is ~10x10^{6} km\(^2\)). Prior work suggests the Bering Strait heat flux acts as a trigger of the onset of ice melt [Woodgate et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2020], and that spring (April-June) and autumn (July-
September) ocean heat fluxes are the best available predictors of Chukchi summer melt-back and winter ice advance respectively [Serreze et al., 2016]. Monthly heat flux trends (Figure 2e, column 1) are largest in both these critical periods.

Finally, note that the total oceanic heat flux delivered to the Arctic by Pacific waters (see also Danielson et al., [2020b]) must be the sum of the oceanic heat through the strait and the net surface fluxes (i.e., to the water) in the Chukchi Sea, the dominant warming of which is the incoming shortwave (SW) [Serreze et al., 2007]. While results [Woodgate et al., 2010] suggest the magnitude of interannual variability of both incoming SW and Bering Strait heat is currently comparable, remember that the SW input has an upper limit, viz., the incoming SW for an entirely ice-free situation and can, at most, likely only double from its current contribution. In contrast, the oceanic heat flux has much more capacity to increase, as it is limited merely by the temperature of the incoming waters from the south, which has already risen (in the annual mean) from only 1°C above freezing to about 3°C above freezing between 1991 and 2018 (Figure 1c).

5 Freshening, increasing freshwater fluxes and loss of winter ventilation of the Arctic’s lower halocline

Figure 1h shows significant freshening trends in annual mean near-bottom salinities at A3 (black, -0.015±0.008psu/yr) and A2 (grey, -0.011±0.009psu/yr). These trends yield large salinity changes over the time-series (e.g., at A3, from >32.7psu in the 1990s to <32.3psu since 2015). Monthly data (Figure 2c, first column) show this change is almost entirely in the winter/spring months (Jan-Mar, ~0.03psu/yr), with summer salinities showing no significant freshening. This winter freshening is sufficiently dramatic to alter the extrema of the annual cycle (Figure 2c, columns 2-4). The 1990-2004 climatology (Woodgate et al., [2005b], black) showed maximum salinities in March, with winter (January to March) salinization, attributed to brine rejection on ice formation. However, recent years (red) show winter salinities >1psu fresher than climatology, completely eroding the climatological winter maximum and yielding instead maximum salinities in the summer.

Combined with hourly transport estimates and stratification and ACC corrections (Figure 1i), this freshening yields significantly increasing freshwater fluxes (35±17km³/yr), with recent annual mean fluxes around 3000-3500km³. Thus, in times of Arctic freshening [Haine et al., 2015], the Bering Strait maintains its role as a key (order 1/3rd) contributor of freshwater input to the Arctic, with interannual variability around 1000km³, greater than variability in any other source [Woodgate et al., 2015].

What causes this freshening? It seems unlikely to be due to sea-ice change, since it appears as a freshening in winter, which in magnitude would require net import of ~700km³ more ice into the region now than in the 1990s, a volume comparable to the total ice volume of the Bering Sea (~800km³, [Zhang et al., 2010]). (While ice advection within the Bering Sea is larger (~1500km³/yr, [Pease, 1980; Zhang et al., 2010]), the vast majority of this ice is melted within the Bering Sea, whereas for the Bering Strait changes observed, new ice would need to be advected into the system.) It cannot be due to less ice formation, as the signal is a freshening from summer values, not just a reduction in winter salinization. In any case, since the change is also present in the annual mean, it cannot be due to seasonal sea ice change, but requires advection of fresher waters into the system.
A 0.5 psu change to 1 Sv of 32.7 psu water requires ~500 km³ extra freshwater. The Yukon (the major river input to the region), is only ~220 km³/yr, with interannual variability of around 20 km³ and no significant trend over the period considered (Pilot Station data from waterdata.usgs.gov). A volume and salt budget analysis [Aagaard et al., 2006] suggests only two other significant sources - on-shelf flow from the Bering Sea (saltier than the Bering Strait) and the Unimak Pass inflow (fresher than the strait) in the southern Bering Sea. Since we observe both flow increase and freshening, this makes increasing/freshening Unimak Pass inflow the most likely driver of the Bering Strait freshening, and indeed significant freshening (~3 psu from 1990 to end of study, 2005) of the Unimak Pass waters is indicated by coralline algal chemistry [Chan et al., 2011], attributed to increased glacial melt and precipitation from mainland Alaska. Note that the timing (winter) of freshening in the strait is consistent with the likely several month transit time of a summer fresh signal in Unimak Pass across the ~1300 km to the strait.

The possible impacts on the Arctic of this Bering Strait freshening are dramatic. The 30-day smoothed density from near-bottom A3 (Figure 3a) clearly shows change from the high density (σ>26.5 kg/m³, green) winter waters of the 1990s to much less dense waters in the more recent years (maximum σ<26.2 kg/m³, magenta). This corresponds to a ~50 m shoaling of equilibrium depth in the Arctic from ~100-150 m to ~50-100 m [Pickart et al., 2011, Figure 7]. Unless this freshening can be compensated by processes in the Chukchi, this implies loss of the denser fractions ventilating the Arctic water column.

Sufficient compensating salinization in the Chukchi seems unlikely. It would require ~700 km³ more Chukchi ice formation and export than in the 1990s. Assuming 1 m thick ice, that corresponds to about twice the area of the Chukchi Sea [Jakobsson, 2002] - an unrealistic amount of increase. Additionally, satellite and mooring data [Travers, 2012, updated] suggest instead thinning and reduced ice extent in the region [Perovich et al., 2019]. Thus it seems inescapable that this freshening in the strait must translate to freshening in the Pacific ventilation of the Arctic water column.

A typical annual volumetric temperature-salinity (TS) plot (A3 data) of the early 1990s (Figure 3b, column 1) shows two major water classes, a warmer (~1°C), fresher (~32.7 psu) summer water (σ~26.2 kg/m³), clearly distinct from a denser (σ>26.5 kg/m³), saltier (>33 psu) contribution at the freezing temperature. Notably the colder waters are saltier (blue, Figure 3b, middle 1991 plot) and thus denser (blue, Figure 3b, right 1991 plot) than their warmer (red lines) summer counter parts. But in recent years (Figure 3b, 2018 example, column 1), the TS juxtaposition of summer and winter water is vastly altered. The winter waters at freezing are now on comparable isopycnals to the summer water (Figure 3b, 2018 left and right plots) and cold (blue) waters occupy a fresher salinity bracket than the summer waters (Figure 3b, middle 2018 plot).

To quantify this change interannually (Figure 3c), we split the total annual transport (grey) into portions less/more dense than the traditional summer water of 26.2 kg/m³ (magenta pluses/ dashed black respectively), showing also the amount of water at or more dense than the old winter ventilation density of 26.5 kg/m³ (green circles). This calculation suggests dense water ventilation has dwindled from 0.2-0.4 Sv per year in the 1990s to almost zero since 2014.

This implies some dramatic changes to how Pacific waters ventilate the Arctic water column (Figure 3e):
1) Pacific Winter Water (PWW) no longer renews the traditional cold halocline layer at 33.1psu (Figure 3d), but instead mixes with the Pacific Summer Water at lesser densities and shallower depths.

2) PWW, traditionally high in nutrients, is likely entering the Arctic water column at depths of ~50-100m instead of 100-150m, making its nutrient (and other chemical) loads more accessible to the surface layers of the Arctic.

6 Summary and Conclusions

Near-bottom, year-round mooring data show continuing increasing trends in the Pacific inflow to the Arctic from 1990 to the end of current data (summer 2019), with flow increase being primarily due to the far-field (pressure-head) forcing of the flow. There is a clear warming, especially in recent years, yielding a net heat inflow of around $6 \times 10^{20}$ J/year in 2017 and 2018 (Figure 1i). This is near surface heat, available to melt ice. Observed trends to earlier ice melt may allow a greater contribution of SW to the oceanic heating of the Chukchi (trends to later freeze-up have less impact on absorbed SW), although the total SW contribution is bounded by ice-free conditions, whereas oceanic heat flux is less constrained.

More unexpected, however, is the dramatic freshening of the throughflow, and its implications for the Arctic - viz., ventilation depths shoaling from ~100-150m to 50-100m, and particularly lack of ventilation of the Arctic’s cold halocline at 33.1psu. This implies a restructuring of the upper Arctic Ocean water column. While it is possible the cold halocline may merely reform fresher, it is notable that summer Pacific waters are now of the same density as winter waters, hindering the formation of a uniformly cold layer as currently isolates the Arctic ice from the warmth of the Atlantic water below. In any case, given little change in the salinity and density of incoming Atlantic water, freshening of the Pacific inflow suggests enhanced stratification in the Arctic surface layers, likely inhibiting wind-driven mixing [Peralta-Ferriz and Woodgate, 2015].

These results are supported by scarcer upper layer observations of the ACC and stratification.

We note finally that few models manage to recreate these observed trends in the Bering Strait flow, especially increasing flow in recent years. Jahn and Laiho [2020], for example, using climate models suggest trends in the Bering Strait should not be significant until ~2050, although they are significant now in our observations. Even high resolution Arctic models match only variability and not trend [Nguyen et al., 2020]. This suggests models are still unable to capture both the drivings and the implications of change in the Pacific inflow to the Arctic, and emphasizes both the need to improve model simulations of the throughflow and to continue the in situ observational record.
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Figure 1. Annual mean Bering Strait properties. (a) Summer satellite (MODIS) Sea Surface Temperature (SST) image of the Bering Strait region showing moorings (black dots) and NCEP wind points (X) [from Woodgate et al., 2010]. (b) Total northward volume transport estimated from A2 (grey) and from A3 with corrections (black, with uncertainty dashed), the latter split into volume colder than (blue crosses) or at/warmer than (red pluses) 0°C, and into the pressure-
head (green circles) or local wind-driven (brown triangles) contributions. From A3 (black) and A2 data (grey), annual mean (c) near-bottom temperature with SST (red); (h) salinity; (g,i) heat and freshwater transports respectively, with corrections (red) for the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC) and surface layer/stratification. From 30-day smoothed A3 data, first (d) and last (e) Julian day (JD) above 0°C and number of days above 0°C (f), showing (blue) when 30-day smoothed SSM/I ice concentration at A3 first/last falls below 20% (melt-back) (d); rises above 20% (freeze-up) (e), and open water time between these dates (f).
Figure 2:
Figure 2. Trends and recent change in Bering Strait properties of A3 (a) transport, (b) temperature, (c) salinity, (d) density, (e) heat transport, (f) freshwater transport (FWT) and (g) % SSM/I ice concentration at A3. First column: trend per month (large squares if significant) from 1990 (black), 1998 (blue), and 2000 (red) to end of present data (summer 2019). Last three columns: 30-day A3 data for 2016, 2017 and 2018 (red); all prior data (grey), and the 1990-2004 climatology of ice or water properties [Woodgate et al., 2005b] (black).
Figure 3:

(a) Density (kg/m$^3$) over time from 1992 to 2018, showing changes in temperature (°C) below and above 0°C.

(b) Salinity (psu) and temperature (°C) comparisons for 1991 and 2018, with volume (1000km$^3$) for temperatures above and below 0°C.

(c) Salinity (psu) and density (kg/m$^3$) for 1991 and 2018, with percentage of AM Sv per class.

(d) Temperature and salinity (psu) for PWW 1990s and PWW 2014+, with PSW concentrations.

(e) Schematic diagram showing PSW layers and cold halocline layer with top of Atlantic Water Layer.
Figure 3. (a) Thirty-day smoothed A3 near-bottom density for waters at/warmer than (red) or colder than (blue) 0°C. (b) For 1991 (top) and 2018 (bottom) volumetric temperature-salinity (TS) plot (left) and volume in salinity (middle) and density (right) classes, summed for waters at/warmer than (red) or colder than (blue) 0°C. (a) and (b) mark salinity and density thresholds discussed in Section 5. (c) Annual mean transports (from A3) in density classes: total (grey), < 26.2 kg/m³ (magenta pluses), > 26.2 kg/m³ (black dashed) and >26.5 kg/m³ (green circles). (d) TS plot for 2002 waters north of the Chukchi slope colored by silicate (indicating Pacific influence) [modified from Woodgate et al., 2005c], marking changing TS of Pacific Winter Waters (PWW). (e) Schematic of changing ventilation from PWW and Pacific Summer Water (PSW).
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